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IIC Partners interviewed Nicola Villa of Cisco on utilising Big Data when managing employees,
the benefits of Smart Cities and how connectivity will affect the future of the manufacturing
industry.
Where do you find that organisations are under utilising
technology?
This truly depends on the market in which organisations are
operating. Financial services organisations seem to under
utilise technology in their relationship with customers.
Retail operators are staggering with the opportunity to
digitally enable and enhance their supply chains. Traditional
manufacturing and industrial players still struggle with
the opportunity to digitize their products and turn them
into services. Government agencies seem to be focused on
energy and Smart Cities, but according to our research the
largest opportunities are related to digitizing their internal
processes, for example enabling a mobile workforce.
How has e-commerce changed for organisations in the
last 10 years and how will it continue to change?
E-commerce has simply become commerce. Large and small
organisations have embraced digital channels as a preferred
go to market strategy. Some have been able to completely rewww.IICPartners.com

invent their business and transform their market, as well
as move into new markets. On the other hand there are
others that struggled to understand the true nature of the
opportunity - their businesses were quickly cannibalized.
Today we are at the forefront of a similar transition. A
convergence of mobile, social media, Big Data and cloud
computing revolutions combine with billions of connected
objects and devices. These allow us to reexamine all
processes, organisations and markets and redefine the
relationship with the customer. We call this the Internet of
Everything.

“

A convergence of mobile, social
media, Big Data and cloud
computing revolutions combine
with billions of connected
objects and devices. We call this
the Internet of Everything.
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What can leaders do to foster collaboration and
innovation?

What do you look for when hiring employees for
your team?

Successful leaders focus first on fostering collaboration
across the enterprise, at every level. They develop the
right governance structure to drive change, supported
by an open innovation and rapid prototyping approach.
Teams must possess key competencies in math, design,
engineering and business acumen to fully harness the
Internet of Everything. Most importantly, a leader must
fully embrace the opportunities provided by the digital
transformation we are going through today.

I first look at their passion and their values. Technology
environments that are highly dynamic and rapidly
changing require people with a true sense of purpose.
I then look at the diversity they can bring to the table,
not only in traditional terms (gender, age, ethnicity), but
also in their personal and professional background and
ideas. Successful data and analytics teams today require
a combination of data and decision science, design,
engineering and business skills. For example experience
in both anthropology and political fields enable you to
bring unprecedented value in the Smart Cities space.

How would you describe your leadership style?
I definitely have an expressive style, which is fast paced,
casual and very informal. I tend to build teams around
me that can quickly develop visions and big ideas with
clear direction. I focus on building functional and
concrete plans to quickly move ideation into execution. I
compare my leadership style to flying at 30,000 feet while
being able to keep both feet on the ground.
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How can leaders utilise Big Data in succession
planning for the future of their organization?
Leaders should develop and acquire digital disruptive
talent and seek out individuals that can drive the
transition towards a digitally lean and hyper aware
enterprise, across all aspects of the business.
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How can leaders and CEOs harness the power of Big
Data to better manage their employees?
Leaders need to become active proponents of data analytics by
being first users of this new technology and understanding its
capability. Start by educating the leadership and the broader
workforce on the opportunities provided by data and analytics.
Then create an agile and collaborative environment around key
uses that can change aspects of the core business.
Recent research conducted by my team shows that 40% of
respondents see a stronger need to better capture, store and
analyze data. In other words, Big Data is becoming too big.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to acquire, transfer and
process large volumes of data from a micro level (for example:
traffic light patterns, consumer behavior in a local retail store or
on an oil rig in the ocean) in real time. The growing diversity
and amount of information being generated are limiting our
capability to extract value and insights from the data. Moving
from a centralized data management model into a distributed,
real time data structure is the solution to those challenges.

What is one piece of advice you would give an aspiring
Chief Data Officer?
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My suggestion would be to build a holistic, shared digital vision
across the organisation and develop a strategy to effectively unite
things, data, people and processes to unleash untapped value. A
Chief Digital Officer must operate with an execution mindset
based on rapid prototyping and open innovation, within the
organisation and beyond to the external partnership ecosystem.

What is your opinion on Big Data in terms of privacy
and security issues?
Data security and privacy are one of our customers’ main
concerns today. Technology allows us to effectively secure
corporate environments. Processes and policies, however, need
to be adapted to this new world. Privacy is an area in which
governments need to step up, and develop a true understanding
of new policy and regulatory scenarios arising from these rapidly
changing technologies.

How do you forecast connectivity will affect the
industrial and manufacturing industry in the future?
Connectivity, specifically broadband, has affected the
manufacturing industry and will continue to evolve the industrial
and manufacturing model. With the conversion of products into
consumer services, manufacturing industries will become even
more data driven. With video becoming one of the main game
changers in the collaboration space, from the design shop to the
production floor, the availability of ultra broadband connectivity
will become even more critical.
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What is the benefit of Smart Cities and enabling
connected urban environments?
The benefits span from better services provisioning to a more
effective and efficient management of urban infrastructures
from lighting to waste management to parking. Nice and
Barcelona are at the forefront in Europe and are prime examples
of connected urban environments. On the other hand a Smart
City can create a better and more democratic engagement for its
citizens, for example Copenhagen and Amsterdam. Cities have
an opportunity to become relevant living labs for the Internet
of Everything. Moving beyond interesting technology pilot
programs to citywide rollouts of Smart City solutions will allow
us to reap the benefits of pervasive connectivity. Innovation can
thrive from hundreds of open data initiatives across these Smart
Cities.

How have executive search firms helped you to source
the talent you need to grow the Global Analytics
Practice at Cisco?
Search firms have the opportunity to help acquire new and
relevant digital talent that can bridge the gap between data,
enterprise, design and engineering. Executive search firms serve
as trusted advisors to corporate leaders in their journey through
innovation and digital transformation. This is how executive
search firms provide differentiated value to our organisation.
This interview was conducted by IIC Partners with special thanks to Holtrop
Ravesloot & Partners. For more features, articles, reports and thought leadership
please visit www.iicpartners.com . Questions or comments can be directed to
Thaddeus Andres, Senior Marketing & Communications Manager of
IIC Partners, at tandres@iicpartners.com.
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Cities have an opportunity to
become relevant living labs for
the Internet of Everything. Moving
beyond interesting technology.
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